Field fortifications from the Second World War: possibilities of archaeological research on post-military landscapes in South Moravia (Czech Republic)
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ABSTRACT
Field fortifications from the end of World War 2 which were located in South Moravia are almost forgotten nowadays. This paper presents first results of archaeological research of their remains. Recently, relics of field fortifications have been registered during rescue excavations on 13 construction sites. In the vicinity of the town of Brno, parts of Wehrmacht trench systems, which defended whole town, have been excavated and documented on several sites. Several dozen small infantry entrenchments have been recorded near Pasohlávky and Mušov, where serious fights lasted for two weeks. Also, the use of aerial archaeology will be outlined. On five sites, field fortifications have been identified with the help of digital aerial orthophotos (especially historical) and digital elevation model (derived from airborne laser scanning). Results of both excavations and aerial archaeology suggests that archaeology can enhance our knowledge of this kind of relics.
1. Introduction

There is already a history of archaeological research of modern battlefields of 20th century, especially in Western Europe. Many scientists could be mentioned here such as Nicholas Saunders and his work concerning World War 1 (Saunders 2004; 2005; 2010), Alfred Gonzales-Ruibal and his excavations of Spanish Civil War battlefields (2011; 2012), or the work of David G. Passmore and his colleagues on the Western front of World War 2 (Passmore, Harrison 2008; Passmore et al. 2013; 2014), to name but a few. On the other hand, the battlefield archaeology is still rather neglected in the Czech Republic. The situation is better in Bohemia; here archaeologists seriously started to survey the World War 2 sites after 2010. Michal Rak concerned with field fortifications of Czechoslovak army from 1938, shot down aircrafts and victims of war (Rak 2011; 2013; 2014). Petr Čech leads an extensive excavation of positions of German anti-aircraft battery in north-west Bohemia (Čech et al. 2014). In recent years, there was an excavation of the concentration camp in Lety in South Bohemia (Vafíka 2018). Also, The Association of Recent Archaeology survey an anti-aircraft defence of Pilsen; its map can be accessed online on the site http://protivzdušnaobranaplznecz.

In South Moravia (Fig. 1), there is almost no interest in research of World War 2 among archaeologists. The only exception occurs during excavations on construction sites; if a wartime relic is unearthed, it is properly documented and often excavated. Thanks to this fact, we know graves of fallen soldiers (e.g. Bartík, Chrástek 2018; Kala 2015; 2016; 2018), air-raid shelters (e.g. Holub et al. 2009) and trenches (e.g. Geislerová, Parma 2013). Besides, only amateurs are interested in World War 2 relics. Especially sites of crashed aircrafts are documented (for example http://www.leteckabadatelna.cz) and to a lesser extent field fortifications too (http://www.polni-opevneni.websnadno.cz).

The topic of the Second World War field fortifications in South Moravia, despite serious fights that took place there, is almost forgotten nowadays. However, there are several examples from Western Europe, which show us, that archaeology can well document trenches and foxholes of a modern conflict. Large areas fortified with trenches are known in the Netherlands and Germany; these trench systems have been identified by LiDAR surveys (Hesse 2014;...
van den Schriek, Beex 2018; Wegener 2014a; 2014b). Small-scale fortifications (like foxholes) have been documented during field walking surveys in Germany and Belgium (Müller-Kissing 2015; Passmore, Harrison 2008; Wegener 2014c). The aim of this paper is to illustrate the potential of the archaeological research of WW2 field fortifications in South Moravia. It will be also briefly compared with sites known from the Western front. First, it will mention relics of field fortifications registered during rescue excavations, then it will present the first results of survey of aerial images and LiDAR data.

2. Military operations in South Moravia

Combat operations that took place in South Moravia are connected to the very end of the Second World War. The Wehrmacht prepared one of last points of defence here. It consisted mostly of fortifications on the western bank of the Morava River and a fortified edge of the town of Brno, supposed to become the unconquerable "Festung Brünn" (the Brno Fortress). Both defence zones were fortified by field fortifications, therefore trench systems and emplacements for various heavy weapons. These positions were held by "Heeresgruppe Mitte" (the Army Group Centre), led by Field Marshal Ferdinand Schörner.

The operation that was planned to drive the German troops back to west was called the Bratislava-Brno Offensive. It was carried out by the 2nd Ukrainian Front commanded by Marshal Rodion Malinovskij. According to the plan of this operation, Brno should be conquered on 8 April 1945; however the Soviet army reached the Morava River as late as 7 April. The Soviet soldiers managed to cross the river and capture the first town (Lanžhot) after serious fights on 11 April. By 15 April, the Soviets seized a large part of the bank of the Morava River, and then they launched an attack towards Brno. The assault was successful at first, but the Germans managed to stop it on 18 and 19 April. There were heavy fights on several places during next several days, especially around the village of Ořechov. The Soviet troops launched the final attack on 23 April; Brno was conquered three days later. Then the Red Army moved in a northeast direction towards the town of Vyškov, which was seized on 30 April 1945 (Břečka 2015; Žampach 2006).

The western part of South Moravia was liberated in a connection with the Prague Offensive. The Soviets reached the Dyje River on 23 April. Serious fights with no results took place around the villages of Pasohlávky and Mušov until 30 April. The final attack was launched here on 7 May; the Red Army managed to conquer Pasohlávky and rest of Moravia quickly; Prague was reached on 9 May (Holečková 2014; Žampach 2006).

3. Field fortifications of Wehrmacht

Because of defending its positions, almost all trenches in South Moravia belong to the German army. Thus, German field fortifications will be presented in this part of paper in the same manner as they were described in historical sources, namely manuals. The best source for recognizing trenches is the manual "Bildheft Neuzeitlicher Stellungsbau" (The Picture Manual of Fortifications) which is available in two releases. The older one was first printed in September 1942 and appended in March 1943. This edition is known from a version that was re-printed in December 1969 by Bellona Publications Limited in the United Kingdom. The other version is dated June 1944 (Oberkommando des Heeres 1944). There are small differences between both versions, especially in the representation of various types of small infantry fortifications. Other source used in this paper is "German Tactical Manual" by Harry Töpfer (undated), which describes a couple of smallest infantry fortifications. Harry Töpfer has used several historical sources in his work; the "Heeres-Dienstvorschrift 130/2a" (The Military Regulations), which was issued in 1942, was his primary source. This manual describes everything a German soldier needed to know about his role in a combat. As a reference for English terminology, the American manual "FM 5-15 Field Fortifications", which was published in February 1944, was used (War Department 1944).

We may distinguish three main types of infantry field fortifications according to their scale, time needed for digging and function.

Smallest fortifications are represented by "Schützenlöcher" (in the American manual they are referred as "infantry entrenchments for hasty fortifications"). These fortifications were designed for one or two soldiers. They had to be dug very quickly (in several hours), because they were used almost in a contact with an enemy. The easiest variation is a "Schützenmulde" ("an individual prone shelter"), which was used by one lying soldier. It's depth was about 0.4–0.5 metres and it provided only a little protection, mostly against small firearms (Fig. 2A). Another small type of fortification is a "Schützenloch für 1 Gewehrschützen" ("a one-man foxhole"), which had two sub-variants: for a kneeling and for a standing soldier. They were square-shaped and their depth ranged from 60 to 160 centimetres (Fig. 2B). A "Schützenloch für 2 Gewehrschützen" ("a two-man foxhole") is a similar type for two standing soldiers (Harry Töpfer mentions even a variation for three soldiers). It had a rectangular shape and a depth either 160 or 200 centimetres (Fig. 2C). A foxhole with a depth 160 cm was intended for a direct fire from it, the latter one accentuated a protection and had to have fire steps on both sides. Positions for heavy machineguns, so called "Schützenlöcher für s. M. G. mit Gewehrführer u. 2 Schützen",
Jiří Zubalík belongs also to the group of smallest fortifications (Fig. 2D). They had similar shape like a horseshoe and a depth ranging from 140 to 200 cm (Bellona Publications Limited 1969; Töpfer undated; Oberkommando des Heeres 1944; War Department 1944).

Standard trenches are the second main type of field fortifications. In the German manuals, these are referred as "Verbindungs- (Kampf-) und Annäherungsgräben" (communications- (fire-) and approach trenches). They covered large areas (compared to foxholes); in some cases, their length reached many hundred meters. A typical trench should have a zigzagged shape (Fig. 2E). Its depth varied from 60 centimetres (a "Kriechgraben" – a crawl trench) to 180 or 200 centimetres for standing soldiers. Small fire positions with fire steps for one soldier ("Schützennische") were dug into a frontal trench wall (Fig. 2F). These fire positions were approximately square-shaped, with a length of an each side about 60 centimetres, their depth was 140 centimetres. Also, positions for heavy machineguns and two-man foxholes could be connected to a trench as well. This type of field fortification took the longest time to prepare; four men were supposed to dig 10 metres of standard trench during a whole day. Due to this reason, these trenches were dug a long time before a front got closer, mainly by civilians. In a case of Moravia, 40,000 civilians (men from Bohemia) were ordered to prepare trenches at the end of December 1944 (Bellona Publications Limited 1969; Oberkommando des Heeres 1944; War Department 1944; Žampach 2006).

A last type of field fortifications consists of emplacements for various types of heavy weapons like mortars, anti-tank or infantry guns and anti-aircraft artillery. For a purpose of this paper, only emplacements for 81 mm mortars (a "Feuerstellung für mittleren (8 cm) Granatwerfer") will be mentioned. A shape of these structures is very characteristic – they were circular with a diameter of 160 centimetres and with the same depth; a mortar was placed here. Additionally, two narrow and short hallways with a depth and width of a regular trench were attached to the circular position; here, crewmen of weapon were hiding in a case of enemy artillery fire (Fig. 2G). Five men should prepare an emplacement in 3 hours, 3 more hours were appointed for digging attached covers (Oberkommando des Heeres 1944; War Department 1944).

4. Methodology

South Moravia is mostly a rural land, so many sites lie on a chernozem. Due to this reason, a large number of field fortifications started to disappear soon after the war, hence especially excavations on construction sites could discover them. In a case of favourable conditions, some of these trenches could be seen from above thanks to crop marks. Crop marks appears

Fig. 2 Field fortifications according to the manuals of the Wehrmacht. Sources: Töpfer (undated): 2A; Bellona Publications Limited (1969): B, C, D; Oberkommando des Heeres (1944): E, F, G.
above buried ditches, stake-holes, pit-houses etc. because fill of these features consists of a more fertile soil than a surrounding ground. Because of this reason, crop grows better there and has a different colour and height than a surrounding crop. This colour changes are best recognizable from air; therefore they can be identified on aerial images (Gojda 2004).

In this work, aerial images, that were photogrammetrically processed, have been used. They can be divided into two groups – contemporary and historical. Although contemporary orthophotos could be useful, historical ones are more important, despite their lower resolution. The highest number of visible trenches can be found on photographs taken two years after the war, in the year 1947. Unfortunately, the region of South Moravia was not photographed complete, so for example a large area of Brno is missing in this set of images. Orthophotos from the year 1947 are located in an internet application on the site https://lms.cuzk.cz/lms/lms_prehl_05.html (thanks to Survey and Cadastral Inspectorates of Czech Office for Surveying, Mapping and Cadastre). Another source of historical orthoimages is accessible on the site https://kontaminace.cenia.cz. Photographs of South Moravia from the year 1953 can be found here. Even though these images were taken eight years after the war, several trenches and dug-outs are still visible in some places. Contemporary aerial orthophotographs are useful especially if we observe a development on sites; however, already mentioned crop marks of trenches or even their relics can be identified on these images occasionally. They can be found on the well-known map portals https://mapy.cz and https://www.google.cz/maps. The first one offers orthophotomaps from the years 2001–2003, 2004–2006, 2010–2012 and 2014–2015, which is especially suitable for monitoring changes of a built-up area. Google has actual aerial and satellite images only; on the other hand, it provides a plastic 3D model of Brno and its surrounding, which can well visualize preserved trenches.

Several sites lies in hilly and forested regions around the city of Brno (Fig. 3). In this case, an airborne laser scanning, also known as Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR), can be exploited. LiDAR is a laser scanning device (usually mounted on aircrafts), which is used for creating a virtual 3D model of an earth’s surface, so-called Digital Elevation Model (DEM). On this precise model, ancient relics like ramparts or ditches can be identified. A great advantage of LiDAR is a capability of penetrating vegetation, so it can register relics even in a forest (Gojda 2005). LiDAR was already used to detect trenches from World War 2. For example, German trenches of the “Westwall” were recognized by Ralf Hesse near Hügelsheim in Germany (Hesse 2014); Max van der Schriek and Willem Beex have identified field fortifications and other wartime relics on several sites in the Netherlands (van den Schriek, Beex 2018). Also, American artillery positions and German trenches were detected by Wolfgang Wegener near Kraneburg or in Hürtgenwald (Wegener 2014a; 2014b).

For the Czech Republic, there is the Digital Terrain Model of the 5th generation created by Czech Office for Surveying, Mapping and Cadastre. This Digital Terrain Model represents a visualization of an earth’s surface in the Czech Republic by using an irregular triangular network (http://geoportal.cuzk.cz/)?lng=CZ&mode=TextMeta&side=vyskopis&metaDataId=cz-CUZK-DMR5G-V&mapid=8&menu=302). This model is accessible via a web-based interface on the site http://geoportal.cuzk.cz/geoprohlizec/?wmcid=22517; it uses several ways of visualisations.

**Fig. 3** Map of unearthed field fortifications.
Source: Author; http://geoportal.cuzk.cz.
of data – a colour shaded relief, a shaded relief, a slope and an aspect of slope. Though wartime relics can be detected on each type of these visualisations, it was realized that shaded relief or colour shaded relief visualisations depict trenches best. This method of visualisation is quite useful for searching of ditches (Mlekuž 2013); it has been also successfully tested on several sites in Germany and Netherlands, where remains of trenches dated into the Second World War are still preserved (Hesse 2014; van den Schriek, Beex 2018).

The survey of all mentioned data has focused on the surroundings of sites known thanks for excavations. If relics (or cropmarks) of field fortifications were identified on orthophotographs or DEM, these data were further processed in ArcGIS; here, available data have been uploaded. In addition, a shapefile polyline feature has been created. With this polyline, all visible relics have been digitized.

5. Field fortifications in South Moravia

5.1 Examples of excavated fortifications

In recent years, field fortifications have been documented on 13 sites in South Moravia (Fig. 3). Infantry entrenchments for hasty fortifications have been identified in seven cases; standard trenches have been registered four times. On last two sites, there have been discovered both infantry entrenchments for hasty fortifications and trenches. All these examples have been uncovered in excavations on construction sites; no survey was intended to excavate this kind of relic. Only some of the foxholes and trenches have been excavated, others have been at least sectioned. Further, the most representative examples will be mentioned.

All nine sites where foxholes have been found are located in the area between Brno and the Morava River, in closer proximity to Brno (up to 30 kilometres, Fig. 3). It can be assumed that almost all these positions were a part of last defence line of the Wehrmacht ahead of Brno; therefore they were dug around 20 April 1945. The site that lies near the town of Vyškov was related to the situation after the capture of Brno and the following attempt of the 2nd Ukrainian Front to connect with the 4th Ukrainian Front (advancing from Northern Moravia). An interesting area lies close to Hrušovany nad Jevišovou (Fig. 4). Several infantry entrenchments for hasty fortifications, mostly two-man foxholes, have been unearthed here; they belonged to an exercise ground of the German army (Čižmář 2002). The perfect example of a “Schützenloch für 2 Gewehrschützen” has been documented near Nikolčice (Fig. 5). The structure has a length of 160 cm and a depth less than 100 cm. Either agriculture have destroyed an upper parts of the foxhole or it was designed for kneeling soldiers. A layer of fired ammunition cases laid on the ground (Kos 2000). Unusual one-man foxholes with fire steps...

---

Fig. 4 Excavated infantry entrenchments for hasty fortifications in the exercise ground in Hrušovany nad Jevišovou. Source: Čižmář (2002).

Fig. 5 Cut of two-man foxhole near Nikolčice. The number 1 indicates fired ammunition. Source: Kos (2000).
Fig. 6 One-man foxhole with fire step near Popůvky.

Fig. 7 Layout of excavated infantry entrenchments for hasty fortifications and trenches in Mušov and Pasohlávky. Burgstall Hill is situated in the upper right corner; Pasohlávky lies behind the left edge of image.
have been registered in Popůvky (Fig. 6). They were around 160 cm long, one half of pit was approximately one meter deep whilst the other half was only 50 cm deep (Hájek 2017).

The biggest number of infantry entrenchments for hasty fortifications has been discovered on two neighbouring sites – Mušov and Pasohlávky. The area between these villages saw heavy fights from 23 April to 7 May 1945, when the frontline was moving from Burgstall Hill to the village of Pasohlávky (1.5 km far away) and back again several times. Several dozen structures have been documented here (Fig. 7); a two-man foxhole was the most common type (as many as 47 structures, Fig. 8), but individual prone shelters, one-man foxholes, positions for heavy machine-guns or emplacements for mortars (Fig. 9) have been registered as well. Even standard trenches were situated on Burgstall Hill. It can be assumed that a part of these structures belonged to the Red army (Musil 1995; Komoróczy 2000; Zubalík et al. 2017).

Unlike the sites with infantry entrenchments for hasty fortifications, almost all sites where standard trenches were unearthed lie around the city of Brno (Fig. 3). Two of them were prepared as a part of the "Festung Brünn" fortification system before the front had reached South Moravia. The third one was dug on the northern outskirts of Brno during the last days of the while; the Soviets had already captured almost whole Brno and continued their attack towards Vyškov. The fourth site was situated in Vyškov and defended a local airfield. The best example of a relatively extensive trench system has been revealed during an excavation on a site in Brno-Bohunice. A recorded length of the standard trenches amounts 322 meters; the trench line was bifurcated on two places (Fig. 10). Also fire positions have been registered on several places; some of them were sectioned during the survey (Fig. 11). This position defended an approach to Brno from the southwest. Another small part of a larger trench system has been unearthed in Brno-Tuřany. The most interesting structure documented here is a position for heavy machine-gun which was connected to the trench system via a communication trench (Fig. 12). This fortification was situated to the southeast of
Fig. 10 Layout of documented trench line in Brno-Bohunice. Figure on the bottom right corner displays the section of a fire step. Source: Institute for Archaeological Heritage, Brno.

Fig. 11 Fire position in trench on site of Brno-Bohunice. Source: Institute for Archaeological Heritage, Brno.
Fig. 12. Layout of documented trench line in Brno-Tuřany. Figure on the upper right corner displays the position for heavy machine-gun. Source: Institute for Archaeological Heritage, Brno.

Fig. 13. Layout of documented trench line in Brno-Medlánky. Source: Institute for Archaeological Heritage, Brno.
contemporary Brno; it protected a local airfield. The last site where standard trenches have been recorded during an excavation lies in Brno-Medlánky. It is the aforementioned position on the northern outskirts of Brno, which consisted of one trench line; also several fire positions have been documented here (Fig. 13).

5.2 Examples of fortifications detected on aerial photogrammetry and remote sensing data
The validity of the aerial photogrammetry and LiDAR survey will be shown on five sites (Fig. 14). Three of them have been mentioned above; they are known from excavations (Brno-Bohunice, Brno-Medlánky, Mušov). An additional two sites were not excavated; the first one was destroyed after the war, the last one is still preserved today. An important observation resulted from an analysis of the available data of the rest of mentioned sites: a visibility of infantry entrenchments for hasty fortifications is really poor – almost no one is recognizable on both orthophotos and LiDAR data; however, there is one exception. Quite many infantry entrenchments for hasty fortifications are visible on the aerial images taken above Mušov in 1947 and 1953. Especially the older orthophotos show a large number of these entrenchments and larger weapon emplacements on Burgstall hill and its close proximity (Fig. 15). Only a few of them were unearthed during excavations mentioned above, many others are still waiting for their discovery. These images also show a really large extent of a fieldwork that took place here. On the other hand, the orthoimages from the year 1953 show an extensive destruction of these field fortifications. Only few emplacements and trenches were still preserved at that time, rest of them was destroyed by agriculture. Modern orthophotos and LiDAR shows no structures, not even crop marks.

An importance of the images from the year 1953 consists in the fact that they were taken above the whole territory of South Moravia. Thus a fortified area in Brno-Maloměřice, which was not photographed before, is visible on these orthophotos. It is possible to identify several trench lines, which were probably defending positions of a nearby anti-aircraft artillery (Fig. 16). These images are also the only one that captures this fortification, because a construction of a cargo railway station started here in that year; this construction has destroyed the whole fortified area. Another site recognizable on the orthophotos from 1953 is situated in Brno-Bohunice. One part of this site is known thanks to the aforementioned excavation. The aerial images show us that this trench continues additional 321 meters towards Brno. On top of that, 140 metres of this trench is visible on the DEM; this data partially coincide with the aerial orthophotograph. It’s interesting that the unearthed part of fortification is not visible on the historical images (Fig. 17).

Usage of modern aerial images will be shown on a site located on Střelecký hill in Brno-Královo Pole which lies in close proximity to the site of Brno-Medlánky. It consists of two separate zigzagged trench lines, which are preserved up to this day. They were detected on the plastic 3D model of landscape available in Google Maps or Google Earth. Both trenches are visible on the historical aerial orthophotos too. However, only the northern trench can be found on the DEM (Fig. 18). Perhaps a low vegetation covered up the southern trench when the area was scanned.

Aerial photogrammetry is also suitable for following a destruction of fortified areas after the war. Several cases were already mentioned – for example a rather slow disappearance of the infantry entrenchments for hasty fortifications and trenches in Mušov and Pasohlávky due to agriculture; even recently, some of them have been destroyed through a building of an aqua park. A special case showing a destruction of a field fortification represents a site in Brno-Medlánky. The trench line which was located there was filled up soon after the war. The aerial orthophotographs from the year 1953 show nothing more than crop marks above it. Almost the same crop marks are still visible on the images from 2006. These orthoimages indicate that the trench was still preserved underground (Fig. 19). The later images from 2012 capture a beginning of
a construction of new buildings in this area. These buildings are finished on the orthophotographs taken in 2015, whereas the trenches were destroyed without a proper documentation (Fig. 20).

6. Discussion and Conclusion

This study gathers all known sites, where were at least partially excavated fortifications; it presents the very first results of analysis of aerial orthophotographs in South Moravia. Overall 15 sites have been mentioned, but we might assume that the quantity of sites related to the World War 2 fieldworks (or even a combat) will grow in the future.

At first sight, it looks like the fortified areas had a lesser extent than those known on Western front. LiDAR surveys have shown really extensive trench systems on sites like Herkenbosch-Rothenbach, Stokkum, Hügelsheim or Kranenburg (Hesse 2014: Fig. 3;
Fig. 17  Orthophotograph from 1953 (on the right) and DEM (on the left) of Brno-Bohunice. The aerial photograph well depicts the trench line. A part of this trench is visible in the middle of LiDAR image.

Fig. 18  Contemporary orthophotograph from Google (on the right), orthophotograph from 1953 (in the middle) and DEM (on the left) of Brno-Královo Pole. The trench line is situated in the upper left corner of all images.
Fig. 19 Orthophotographs from 1953 (on the right) and 2006 (on the left) of Brno-Medlánky depict crop marks of a buried trench line.

Fig. 20 Orthophotographs from 2012 (on the left) and 2015 (on the right) of Brno-Medlánky capture an area about the same part of trench line as the previous figure.
Data: Author; https://mapy.cz.
van den Schriek, Beex 2018: Fig. 7, Fig. 8; Wegener 2014a: Abb. 1). However, we know only small parts of fortified areas in South Moravia. The finest examples represent the trenches in Brno-Bohunice and Brno-Tuřany. On both sites, there are several dozen metres of an empty space between the unearthed relics of trenches. Also historical orthophotos suggest that the actual extent of the field fortification in Brno-Bohunice was probably much bigger; therefore it might be similar to the ones on the Western front.

On the other hand, excavations well document small-scale fortifications, which are almost undetectable on aerial photogrammetry or DEM. The most numerous type of entrenchment in South Moravia is a two-man foxhole; they are known thanks to field walking in Belgium and Germany too. In first case, there is several dozen of these foxholes (and prone shelters) on sites in Prumerberg and Lindscheid; however, they belong to the US Army (Passmore, Harrison 2008). Another American foxholes have been registered by Wolfgang Wegener in Hüttenwald; they could be clearly distinguished from German standard trenches (Wegener 2014c). German two-man foxholes have been documented at Hohe Warte near Paderborn; on top of that, positions for heavy machine-guns have been recognised here too (Müller-Kissing 2015).

The mentioned sites show that they could have a great potential to study an archaeological impact of the WW2 combat from the Eastern front; thus the region of South Moravia could be an interesting counterpart to the forests of north-west Europe (Passmore et al. 2013). The next step of research will be focused on an exhaustive survey of aerial orthophotographs and LiDAR data, which shall lead to an expansion of the number of sites.

The archaeology of Second World War is at its beginning in the region of South Moravia. However, the first results illustrate that archaeological methods of survey can contribute to the knowledge about the wartime field fortifications in this region. Excavations, aerial photogrammetry and LiDAR survey could find forgotten fortified sites and give us insight into an extent of a German defensive field work. On top of that, a proper combination of orthophotographs shows a development of studied sites after the war. Despite the fact that South Moravia played only a minor part in the Red Army’s operation (the main target was Berlin), archaeology shows us that the Germans put a special effort to fortify large areas of South Moravia. However, this kind of heritage is still rather neglected and endangered by a destruction.
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